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Bit or Stung 
- Jerome Berglund



Controlled Burn 
- Frank C. Modica 
 
Dry brush 
accumulates 
in the undergrowth, 
stifling new possibilities 
on the forest floor. 
 
A drought compounded 
by over-development 
damages the natural order, 
needing periodic fires to 
sweep away the morass. 
 
But unpredictable winds 
can blow sparks and debris 
out of control. Do we fight 
the wildfires or let them burn? 
 
And so life in our sixth 
or seventh decades; dry griefs 
combustible losses, tinder 
ready for any spark to ignite 
a personal Armageddon. 



Deserted Farmhouse in Winter 
- David Henson 
 
I come across a deserted farmhouse, 
walls leaning as if slowly imploding. 
My steps through crusted snow 
crunch like children eating apples. 
 
Missing sideboards reveal 
stacks of bushel baskets, 
a wooden ladder, rungs broken. 
 
I kick loose a Jonathan 
frozen in mid-decay, 
toss it onto the roof. 
 
A shingle slides loose, 
leaves me fearing 
the whole place could collapse. 
 
Sometimes I can’t believe 
I’ve reached this stage. 
I close my eyes, try 
to imagine the apple trees 
are newly planted seeds, 
a hand, youthful, 
patting the soil. 
But a cold wind rattles the icy limbs. 
And me. 





“Has the Rooster Crowed Three Times Yet?” 
- Bradley J. Scott, III 
 
  I watched the mayor waddle across the crosswalk to confront Jim Chrestman. My friend 
Jim was a regular beneath the monument to the Confederate dead. It was the traditional place for 
speech-making that he used most days. While its use tended to be for political rallies, Jim 
discussed world problems with no political agenda. 
  “There will be a day of reckoning. Just watch the cars going around the square. I smell 
the carbon dioxide spewing into the air.” 
  The mayor stood there in a bright-green, knee-length skirt, glaring as Jim crossed her line 
of propriety. The red, round face and orange hair contrasted with her bright-white blouse and 
green vest. She had used the spot where he stood, prior months, to garner the conservative 
Southern vote. I don’t know for certain, but I got the impression she felt his liberal ideas sullied 
her recent mayoral victory. 
  “Why do you think we have so many tornadoes ‒ “ 
  The mayor interrupted him before his diatribe continued. “Mr. Chrestman, I told you 
speaking without a permit can get you arrested.” 
  “Ma’am, I pay my taxes. I should be able to speak without your harassment.” 
  I’m not sure why his speeches bothered her. Jim had few listeners. And while he 
harbored liberal ideas, he never used profanity. I watched as she strode away, effusing 
frustration, anger, and hatred. 
  Jim lived alone, having never married. He wasn’t ugly. Though unkempt, he had a Gary 
Cooper look. Tall, thin, with a big head, he caught anyone’s attention. Darkly tanned face, he 
was still quite handsome, though he was past sixty. He told me he had had a girlfriend in his 
twenties. But it didn’t work because his mama never liked her. 
 
  “So Jim, what’s your plan for the day?” I was at his house to have coffee and share 
donuts. It had become our Monday morning breakfast tradition. 
  “Not much. Got to go to the square.” 
  I knew his answer before asking. I had to ask, though, out of principle. “What you 
preaching about today?” 
  “Mikey, wish you wouldn’t use the word preach.” Looking at me while sipping his black 
coffee, he added, “The word preach has the connotation of religion. As a devout atheist I take 
offense at that.” 
  “You’re so full of shit. The other day you told me you were a reformed druid. I think you 
told me you were a Baptist just a few weeks ago.” 
  Jim smiled as he maintained that today, at least, he was a devout atheist. 
  I didn’t want to hurt Jim’s feelings, but after six months of preaching, I wondered if he 
ever realized that no one but the mayor had been listening to him. As a roundabout way to 
suggest no one listened, I said, “Don’t you think you need a stance or platform of some sort to 
get more people to listen?” 
  “Platform?” 
  I hoped I wasn’t going to be creating a monster when I said, “Yeah, to get people’s 
attention.” 
  Grinning, he said, “Get people’s attention. Hmmm. You know, I like seeing myself as a 
rabble rouser.” I watched him gulp some of his straight black coffee from a greenish jadeite mug 



before he said, “Jim Chrestman, ‘rabble rouser,’ does have a nice ring.” 
  Looking at me, I could tell he had an epiphany of some sort. He said, “You’ve given me 
an idea. It’ll be a grand experiment.” 
  All I could think was, Oh, shit. 
 
  It had been a while since I’d seen Jim. I went on vacation with my wife and kids to 
Disney World. I had to visit the bank on the square to do some business the day after we got 
back. The teller let me know that Jim had not been preaching on the square for several days and 
wanted me to make sure he was okay. Since Jim never answered his landline, and he didn’t have 
a cell for texting, I knew I needed to drop in to check on him. 
  Jim didn’t mind if I entered his house without knocking. Opening the door into his dark 
house from the back kitchen, I needed time for my pupils to dilate. Even in the middle of the day, 
the place always seemed dark because Jim liked to keep his thick curtains closed. He said it 
made the place feel cooler and helped save on air-conditioning. 
  Yelling through the darkness, I said, “Hey, Jim. I hear you haven’t been preaching.” 
  Moving farther into the darkness, I could hear sixties rock emanating loudly behind one 
of his back bedroom doors. Jim was eclectic when it came to listening to music. Other than not 
listening to gospel or rap, he didn’t seem to have a favorite genre. Jim kept his front door locked 
and often couldn’t hear because of the loud music. Jim seemed always to be playing something 
on his fifty-year-old Toshiba reel to reel. Often, I had to walk on in to find him, but this time he 
heard me. 
  When he came out of a back bedroom, the den lit up like a sunrise. Jim wasn’t a neat 
person, but at the same time he kept books and papers stacked upright and out of the way on the 
sixties shag carpet in the den area. When his mother passed, the furniture or other home 
accouterments were never updated. It felt like I had stepped into an episode of I Dream of 
Jeannie. 
  The first thing he said was, “I told you I don’t preach.” But after staring at me for a few 
seconds, he said, “Now that you mention it, I do plan to start preaching.” 
  “Really? What religion?” 
  “Not so much a religion but rather a message.” 
  “I thought that is what you’ve been doing.” 
  Ignoring what I said, he told me to come on back; he wanted to show me something. As I 
walked toward the back bedroom, he said, “I’ve been working on your idea while you were 
away.” 
  Again, I thought, Oh, shit. 
  A computer and printer were on a large office desk in front of a closed-draped window. A 
large, mid-century lamp sat on the desk’s corner. In front of the desk, a cheap swivel chair on a 
plastic mat for rolling completed his work area. On the other side of the room was a bookcase 
that held his reel-to-reel player. There were hundreds of tapes stacked and lined up, somewhat 
askew, on the shelves. Some of the tapes were in their cases while many were out. Two huge 
JVC speakers were in each corner of the room, away from the desk area. Where there would be a 
bed, he had piled some very unique clothing and costume items on the floor. 
  Jim’s voice rose in excitement as he said, “Look at what I bought on eBay.” 
  I said, “Nice.” Looking at him for a moment, I said, “Why?” 
  “It’s for my preaching, as you call it.” He said this as he went and picked up a piece of 
paper on his desk. 



  “Here, I want you to look at my sermon topics for every Saturday at 10.” 
  “What happened to every day, 10 to 11?” 

“I need time to prepare better sermons, and I think the townspeople need time to let 
things simmer.” After handing me the paper, Jim said, “I chose 10 a.m. on Saturday because 
that’s when the square is most crowded. And if it’s a football weekend, I should be able to 
preach to hundreds on a Saturday.” 
  The flyer had the following titles to his upcoming sermons: 
  Saturday 1: Might as Well Believe in Santa Claus Because God Isn’t Real 
  Saturday 2: Abortion: It’s a Woman’s Right 
  Saturday 3: This Confederate Monument Offends Me: Please Tear it Down 
  Saturday 4: Capital Punishment Should Only Be Reserved for the Mississippi 
Cracker 
  Saturday 5: Evolution and Why the Mississippi Cracker Will Disappear 
  Saturday 6: Trumpism Was a Fascist Pig Disease 
  Saturday 7: The Good of Socialism and Evils of Capitalism 
  Jim never said a word as I looked at the sermon titles. “Are you fucking crazy?” came out 
of my mouth without thinking. 
  I think Jim had been serious, but maybe not, when he said, “Not exactly the reaction I 
expected, but I guess the titles are a bit provocative.” 
  “What do you think will happen when you talk to people in this ultra-conservative, ultra-
Christian, far-right-wing community about there’s not a God? What do you think the mayor will 
say?” Pausing for a moment, I said, “That’s not even discussing these other interesting topics 
you have lined up.” 
  “Mikey, I went to church while you were away.” 
  “Really?” 
  “I went to that stodgy old First Baptist Church. Did you know my mama had been a 
Baptist?” 
  Before I could respond he said, “That’s the church she dragged me to when I was a kid. 
Hasn’t changed a bit.” Jim seemed to be getting worked up. 
  “So what does that have to do with what you’re planning to do now?” 
  “I think people in this town, including the mayor, need a little disequilibrium. A little yin 
to your yang kind of thing.” Jim looked at me, smiling, and said, “I just want people to think 
more.” 
  “Are you saying you may not agree with your sermon topics?” 
  Being coy, Jim said, “Not saying that. Come and listen. Make your own decision.” 
  Jim started showing me his eBay purchases without any additional defense of his plans. 
The outfit I thought might get him killed was the Union officer’s uniform he would wear for the 
sermon This Confederate Monument Offends Me: Please Tear it Down. The Santa Claus suit 
would be his first costume, worn for his sermon titled Might as Well Believe in Santa Claus 
Because God Isn’t Real. The grim reaper costume had been for his sermon Capital 
Punishment Should Only Be Reserved for the Mississippi Cracker. The Nazi Gestapo 
costume he had bought was for the sermon titled Trumpism Was a Fascist Pig Disease. He 
didn’t have anything special for his other sermons, other than T-shirts bearing photos of Charles 
Darwin, Karl Marx, and Gloria Steinem. 
  After showing me his purchases, Jim asked me if I could help advertise. He went back 
over to his desk and held out a stack of papers that announced his first sermon, Might as Well 



Believe in Santa Claus Because God Isn’t Real. In addition to the time and date information, 
the flyers Jim created had a photo of a bald little girl. Below the picture he captioned it: Would 
Your God Allow Your Five-Year-Old Daughter to Suffer from Cancer Most of Her Life? 
  “Do you mind if I hang these up around three in the morning?” I really didn’t want to be 
a part of this but Jim is my friend. 
  His response came out a quick and soft, “Thank you!” 
 
  My wife agreed ‒ Jim was “fucking nuts.” But, as he wanted me to do, I hung up his 
flyers around town. I put them up late at night, though not at 3 a.m. 
  My wife had me do some things around the house now that we were back from vacation. 
The next day I had to go to the hardware store on the square to get paint and a brush. It didn’t 
take but a minute before someone asked, “What’s up with your friend?” From the church, 
someone else I knew asked, “Is he really going to say bad things about God?” Another 
acquaintance told me to tell Jim he was “going to hell.” 
  I knew I had to talk to Jim after my hardware store experience. But, as expected, after 
relaying everything, he laughed and said, “It’s working. I should have a nice crowd Saturday.” 
  Half joking, I said, “I hope none of them brings a rope.” 
  Jim grinned. 
  “Are you serious about doing this?” 
  “As serious as God giving someone cancer.” He said this with a solemn face. 
  “Is this all about your mother dying of cancer?” Not sure why I thought of that, but it 
seemed like the thing to say. 
  “Mikey, that would be negatory. I’ve known people die of cancer. It was her time. I don’t 
think God had anything to do with her passing one way or another.” 
  “So you do believe in God?” 
  Looking at me seriously, Jim said, “Let’s just say I’m going to present to my audience the 
possibility God doesn’t exist.” 
  “That should go over well.” I tried to be sarcastic. Jim couldn’t always recognize 
sarcasm. 
  Seeing Jim in his short sleeves, short pants, and Birkenstocks, I said, “Are you really 
going to dress up as Santa Claus in this August heat?” 
  He said with a nonchalant tone, “Sometimes we have to suffer for our beliefs.” 
  “Jim, I don’t think I want to hang up flyers anymore.” 
  “Don’t worry, Mikey; after Saturday you won’t need to do that for me again.” 
  After a lengthy pause Jim added, “I wonder how long it will be before you hear a rooster 
crow three times?” 
 
  Jim made it through his first two sermons. The mayor tried to shut him down, but Jim had 
been smart enough to get a permit to speak on the square for the next ten Saturdays from 10 to 
11. I thought it was sort of funny since the mayor and her council had begrudgingly permitted his 
speeches before his epiphany. Rumor had been that some on the council thought Jim added a 
quaintness to their town. Not anymore. 
  I didn’t attend either of his sermons, though I heard about them. As he predicted, the 
crowd size grew from his first to the second. His pro-life stance and the right for a woman to 
have control of her body caused a lot of booing and death threats. Because of Jim, the media 
became involved. Television news from Memphis interviewed him, and every day the town 



newspaper wrote about him. 
  Our small town had never had to deal with riotous types of crowds. Hence there were no 
ordinances that could put a stop to Jim’s sermons. I had heard that the mayor and her council 
were going to try to develop a plan, but since his sermons were not obscene, they were going to 
have a difficult time stopping him through legal means. The police were now worried about 
crowd control, according to a policeman friend. My neighbor, who was friends with a member of 
the council, said the police chief was in the mayor’s ear every night. 
  As his friend, the mayor, everyone in my church, and anyone I saw about town asked me 
to stop him. I could feel hatred toward me for being his friend. My wife wanted me to stop 
seeing him for our family’s sake. 
  His third sermon topic was bound to draw a thousand or more people. The idea that a 
highly revered statue of our fallen Southern soldiers be torn down would be considered heresy by 
most townspeople. 
  On the day before his third sermon, I decided to make one last attempt to stop him. 
Though a three-mile walk, I went by foot. I didn’t want any of the townspeople to see my car in 
his driveway. 
  When I opened his back door, I could hear Grand Funk Railroad blaring from his back 
bedroom. Rather than screaming, I decided to walk on back. As I cracked the door open, I could 
see Jim wearing his Union officer uniform while practicing his sermon in front of a tall floor 
mirror. Trying not to scare him, I knocked loudly on the inside of the bedroom door. Seeing me 
from the mirror, he smiled and went to turn down his tape player. 
  “Hey, Mikey, how are ya?” 
  “Ahhhh, I’m okay. How are you?” 
  “Just practicing for tomorrow. Whatcha think?” Jim stood at attention. 
  “You look great. Put some whiskers on and you could pass for Sherman.” 
  “You know, now that you mention it, I wondered if you have a small tape recorder I 
could borrow?” 
  “Don’t think so. Why?” 
  “I plan to record the ‘Battle Hymn of the Republic’ and play it before starting my 
sermon.” 
  “Jim, I love your passion, but do you want to keep doing this?” Before he could say 
anything, I added, “The townspeople are getting upset. They bug me about what you’re saying. 
The mayor called my house last night and told me to shut you up.” 
  Jim said, “Tell the mayor and anybody else I’ve gone crazy and that you’re no longer my 
friend. I don’t care.” 
  “But Jim, that’s not true. I am your friend.” Looking at him in that ridiculous uniform, I 
knew I wasn’t going to stop him.  
  I added, “It’s really not the townspeople that worry me. Some of those county rednecks 
who fly the stars and bars are whom you should worry about. You know, the ones who don’t 
have a sense of humor and come to town only on Saturday.” 
  “You mean like the ones who threw this brick through my den window last night?” Jim 
held up a brick lying on the top of his desk. He said, “It makes a great paperweight.” 
  “Did you report that to the police?” 
  “Naw. Who knows, may have been them.” 
  Jim walked with me out front as I could tell there was nothing I could say. He asked, 
“Where’s your car?” 



  I said, “It’s a nice day. I decided to walk.” 
  He asked, “Have you heard a rooster crow three times yet?” 
 
  Jim called me Saturday morning, right at 7 a.m. His voice seemed strained. His calling 
me had been only the second time in our friendship. The first time he called me had been to find 
out if my wife giving birth went okay. This time he asked if I could get over to his house as soon 
as possible. 
  The morning was bright blue; not a cloud. It was still cool, though you could tell it would 
be a hot one with the humidity. I saw a squad car, and the front door had a slight crack when I 
got to Jim’s house. Entering, I saw a policeman with his arms crossed between the kitchen and 
the den. The mayor sat in the oversized, cushioned living room chair. Jim lay face down in the 
middle of the shag carpet. 
  The mayor told me in a loud voice, “Sit down.”  
  I tried to ask, “What happened?” 
  She repeated herself with a gruffer voice, “Sit down,” while looking over at the muscle-
bound, sunglass-shaded cop. 
  Once I was seated, she spoke using a condescending tone. “Unfortunately, I believe Mr. 
Chrestman has had a fatal heart attack.” After a moment she added, “He was that way when I 
came over to talk to him about his plans.” 
  Rotund, her butt took up the majority of the chair. She wore a sparkly, pink dress with a 
matching hat, gloves, and purse. I could smell an overpowering perfume. It felt like a dream with 
my friend’s nose in the carpet and her seated there wearing over-the-top church attire. It all 
seemed too surreal. 
  Waking up, I said, “You’ll never get ‒  
  “Michael, Michael, there is nothing for us to get away with. My council, the police, and 
the coroner have agreed that Jim had a heart attack. End of story, as they say.” She looked at me 
with a serene smile. 
  “Don’t you know there’ll be an investigation?” 
  “Perhaps.” She kept her serene smile as she added, “That’s why you’re here now. It’s 
fortunate that you’re his only friend.” 
  “I suppose your friend here is going to kill me?” 
  She giggled and said, “No, of course not.” 
  She bent toward me and said, “Frank, our trusty coroner, says that nothing will show up 
in case there is ever an autopsy.” 
  “So you expect me to cover for you?” I’m sure she sensed anger in my voice. 
  “Michael, honey, you need to see this as a win-win. Jim admitted he was near the end of 
his life. He told me last night he wanted to go out with a hurrah. He wanted the notoriety. He 
wanted to be remembered.” 
  I said sarcastically, “How thoughtful.” 
  The mayor got up, moved toward me, bent down, and whispered, “Things were getting 
out of hand. Somebody was going to get hurt with the shit he was stirring up.” Despite the 
difficulty of a woman of her girth, she got on one knee. Staring into my eyes, she grabbed both 
my hands and said, “You’re going to tell everyone that Jim had a fatal heart attack this morning.” 
Pausing for effect, she winked and said, “By the way, how are the wife and kids?” 
  The mayor asking me that last question caught me by surprise. It made me think of Jim 
asking me, “Have you heard a rooster crow three times yet?” 
 









Forgetting 
- Amanda Rosas 
 
Days, weeks, months like these, you forget that the human spirit has 
triumphed before. You forget that we ask the young to enter the senseless 
nightmare of war, that tsunamis and hurricanes take down houses and 
families alike with their tempest tempers at their evilest. That not so long 
ago, colonization feasted on entire nations, then spat out their opal bones 
creating calacas that learned to dance and thrive and be of the old world 
bridled like a paso fino at the spine to the new. Conquistadores annihilated 
the dreams of mothers who kindled fire, wove tradition, sang the ancient 
songs of calm to their babies warm with smiles and trust in a nighttime bath. 
And humanity continued, though not as before. I wonder if people thought life 
would go back to normal, when water and land belonged to Mother Earth, or 
when the daily bread of peace was more handheld than hostile. When languages 
walked to the winged beat of nature and spoke of love and healing and accord. 
When each day was like an embryo of resilience replanted. I know somewhere 
within this contagion lies a universal and timeless passage where we, heads lifted 
like sky, overcome. But the days are slow and the spirit dank with dungeon, in my 
mouth the soot of firepit. So, I forget. When exactly do we get to that part where 
we collectively triumph?  



Self-Portrait with Sediment 
- Melody Wilson 
 
I keep a glass of water  
  on my desk, never  
drink enough. I think  
  about feathers,  
 how they too have a spine, 
  about the lines  
that hold me together ‒ wires  
  linking my mind  
and my eyes, the trestle that  
  stretches across me,  
hip to hip. So much flows through,  
  three born, one not, still  
counted, never capitalized. Part  
  of the portfolio, all of it.  
I’m rough terrain, collision  
  of gristle and cashmere ‒ 
finite element poised on the innermost 
  leaf of a fiddlehead fern. 
Maybe I will open to summer, maybe  
  it will be blue.  







Label 
- Lois Greene Stone 
 
  “Look how many years I’ve lived since my use-by date of average life expectancy!” My 
husband was being funny yet thinking about our luck. 
  “Hm.  Sell-by or use-by,” I returned his remark. 
  Our in-town son has been doing our grocery shopping since Covid invaded the world. 
Each Sunday, as he hands me products to wipe-down, he lets me know the dates affixed to many 
products that are typed out so small I’d need a magnifying glass. His younger eyes see the little 
grey writing on a black, thin label. With a permanent marker, I boldly write on the packages. 
  I’ve questioned the use-by vs the sell-by, the refrigerate-after-opening directive but 
wonder why some items are okay at room temperature until the lid is released. Sugar has a 
specified month/ year to toss out, yet the manufacturer told me that sugar never spoils and that’s 
marketing propaganda. So, does a tea bag really have a shelf-life? How about bottled water that I 
check the discard stamped and, if unused, trash? 
  So, thinking about aging, there are ‘dates’ reminding us what we can’t do anymore. One 
is simple: sitting on a lawn and getting up from that position. Definitely has a do-by or give up 
trying. Riding a two-wheeler, spinning on figure ice skates, playing singles tennis, walking 
uneven ground on park trails; a hilly incline seems to become a mountain, a flight of stairs has to 
have a banister for support, should come with ‘use by’. Lifting a turkey to cook for Thanksgiving 
might be stamped with an age limit before trying to hold the heavy pan and put it into the oven. 
Gardening tools might be tagged with age-appropriate disclaimers. Definitely a snow-shovel 
should say ‘at your own risk’ after a certain age number, but that’s not quite a sell-by or a use-by 
except it might be, as my spouse suggested, the average age for...  
  We’ve thought of old age as being ten years above our current ones. He’s changed the 
parameters! Wonder if the fish label should say: if fresh and you got it home quickly, use-by 
tomorrow or freeze. But, then, it doesn’t mention how long the piece can sit in the freezer! And 
how long can cooked food safely sit refrigerated until the garbage can claims it? Doesn’t say. 
And does use-by mean until midnight of the date?   
  Since he and I have beaten the statistics for life/death, maybe I can create a live-by label. 
We’ve never done a bucket list as that wasn’t a priority, and still not one. And we’ve never 
considered ourselves average professionally or even as parents, so, maybe, the average-age for 
termination went by, and we didn’t notice! 
  We definitely are not average with extended family as few today have fifteen 
grandchildren, and, so far, eleven great-grandchildren. So maybe the data about mortality is like 
the sugar label and only a marketing thing! And don’t many of us know that time is a use-by and 
cannot ever be found again once gone? Ah, but the sell-by time is future. I prefer that. 









Listening Beyond the Dark 
- M.J. Iuppa 
 
Tonight’s rain, faint as it is restless, fails 
in its descent ‒ dissipating mid-air 
before it amounts to a good soaking. 
 
Lightning flashes ‒ a tetchy thunder 
staggers among shallow clouds, searching 
for what’s missing 
 
Nothing’s earthly; yet, what’s earthly is left. 
The sky, out of practice. Our fears, the same. 
Life, or is it death, professes to be a dream. 







Shostakovich 
- David Chorlton 
 
A cigarette burns down adagio 
with the ash refusing to fall 
while smoke climbs from it in strands 
that weave around each other 
in the light from a bare light bulb. 
Music is written here. 
 
The window is a collage 
with snowflakes and the light 
from a street lamp. 
From a certain angle 
it appears romantic 
 
the way a passage played on strings 
might briefly suggest 
a happy ending 
but we know 
 
when we listen all the way to the final 
entrance of the brass 
and insistent drumbeats 
that power has its way 
in any key. 







Outside the Lines 
- Kelly Sargent 
 
I found an old, yellowed 
coloring book today 
 
belonging to us 
when four-year-old fingers 
 
grasped a potential 
to learn to shade within bold lines. 
 
I traced the outline 
of two tulips in a vase. 
 
Indigo and magenta 
overlapped 
 
and bloomed like you 
into a color unnamed 
 
that had refused to be constrained. 
 
I carefully removed the page, 
and folded another memory of you 
gently into me.  



Peeling the Handle 
- Terry Tierney 
 
My father’s jackknife 
shaves spears of sunlight 
from a cloudless sky 
as he chips scabs of red enamel 
from the wooden handle, 
white primer underneath, fresh skin. 
My small hands ape his fingers. 
 
He sits below me 
on the steps to our door 
slathered with battleship gray, 
my mother in the kitchen 
boiling potatoes. 
 
In a later year 
they show me a dull gray photo, 
thick boards of the stoop firmly nailed, 
the Quonset hut with lace curtains, 
door set in its corrugated curve, 
bare yard, pale 1950 Chevrolet. 
 
When I recall that morning 
on the steps, my mother laughs, 
another infant invention. 
But I know she worried, 
the potatoes boiling over 
those nights he came home late, 
stories she thought I would not remember, 
how she waited for three years, 
how they eloped after the war, 
hope chest stuffed with lace and sterile gauze, 
the veteran housing on an old base 
ten miles of gravel from his new job, 
farther in the drifting snow. 
 
I never learned why 
she asked him to whittle the handle 
though the masher looked so odd 
with patches of red and white. 
Was it the grip or the peeling paint, 
gritty flakes when she chewed? 
Or was it the pinewood steps, 



the temporary apartment far from home? 
Or the one thing she could control. 







Wild Violets 
- Sharon Scholl 
 
Every year I wait 
in expectation 
for the first wild violets 
to unfold their vivid petals 
in abandoned meadows. 
First a few clumps 
then countless purple islands 
dot the undergrowth 
like figures tangled 
in a Persian carpet. 
They hover at shoe level 
shy as all wild creatures. 
Every year they reward us 
for abandoning our duties, 
foregoing human legs to squat 
among the weeds and stare 
at beauty almost too small to see, 
too delicate to touch. 





The Ruby in the Privy 
- S. Keyron McDermott

That lovely, 1957 summer day in Cascade, Iowa, my sister emerged from the 
privy, white as the bed sheets we had just hung on the clothesline. She staggered over to 
where I was sitting on the back porch snapping beans, fell down and whispered, “We’re 
dead! They’ll take our house and send us back to St. Mary’s.” 

That’s the orphanage where we were the previous winter because dad was dead 
and Mom got TB. Luckily, she was in remission, but the following winter the five of us 
would be sent to foster homes till I turned fourteen and figured life out. 

Between sobs, Jan related what happened. “I did No. 2, and when I wiped, Joan 
Crowley’s grandma’s (gold with a ruby) ring fell into the privy.” 

People liked my sister, were always leveraging her with presents, invitations to 
dinner, and other quid-pro-quos. I harangued her to stop it because it was always landing 
her in these kinds of messes, but she never did ‒ frankly, she still hasn’t. 

We ran to the privy and looked down the holes (ours was a two-holer) and, sure 
enough, there was that ruby ring, sitting up there on the pile of poop like a cherry on a 
scoop of double-dark Ben & Jerry’s chocolate. 

“Well, we got to get a rake or something to lift it out of there.” But our old garden 
rake was too cumbersome and knocked the ring sideways. “Shit! We are in a world of 
hurt if we can’t see it.” 

“Don’t swear!” my sister screamed, “We’re already in enough trouble.” 
Wouldn’t you know, just then our littlest sister showed up having to pee. “Pee on 

the other side and then run down to the beaver dam and find Paul.” 
My sniffling sister pulled down her pants and sat on the hole where the ring was 

and promised not get up “…no matter what. For anybody! If Mom comes out, don’t tell 
her what happened; she’ll have a heart attack on top of her TB. Say you’re sick, got the 
trots.” 

Totally plausible, the way she looked! And, as luck would have it, our brother 
Paul showed up before we went looking for him. With some bending, a light sinker and a 
little practice maneuvering, he fished the ruby out of the privy.  

Employed as a college adjunct these days, I am flabbergasted at the extent to 
which students rely on their parents to tell them everything. A few require such constant 
assurance and are so parent-dependent that they can’t shut off their phones for the 
duration of a fifty-minute class. Many text Mom or Dad several times daily. 

Living across from the Legion Park in this small town, I see that parental over-
reliance begins early. From three-year-old T-ball, through Little League to high school, 
activities are adult-engineered, targeted at developing sports expertise. In the process, 
parents cheat kids of chances to react innovatively to untoward situations, robbing them 
of real-world opportunities to develop self-reliance. I can think of a dozen different 
incidents just like the ruby in the privy, where we took actions to protect Mom from the 
vagaries of life (mostly created by us), but not all. 

I can only surmise how debilitated my siblings and I would be if our lives had 
been so over-organized. To this day, nearly sixty years later, locals who can’t get their 
log splitter or their chain saw running, replace a light fixture in the kitchen or repair a 



dripping bathroom faucet fetch my brother Paul to pull their fat out. 
  The abilities to analyze situations and people, solve problems creatively, assess 
your own and others’ capabilities, envision and execute plans and achieve goals 
independent of adults are all honed in real-life situations. The twin onus of technology 
and organized sports may be cheating our youth of these glorious, sometimes amusing, 
opportunities. 



The Moan of the Wind 
- Pardee Lowe, Jr. 
 
Tonight – the wind is moaning 
doppler-like Rising Fading 
like a train whistle speeding past 
if it were day and a jet were passing 
contrailing against a deep blue sky. 
But it is past midnight and the sky 
is black. And there is only the sound. 
 
Is the moaning a contrail of some deep 
Sadness, of now, of long ago, 
of a tsunami in Sri Lanka 
or the souls of the dying in 9/11? 
 
    And why is it? 
That the moaning comes and goes 
as if trailing the decibels 
on the wind once 
were not enough? Is this the trace 
of some infinite sadness, that only 
God can express – through the wind? 





When the Written Word Works 
- Bob Jenkins 
 
  Speech is the tug of war that pulls us together. Against all odds, the often-ill-defined 
thoughts of one person are refined and understood by another. Those talking are together sharing 
context. Perhaps sharing family and home. Gestures and looks confirm understanding and 
misunderstanding. Questions, requests for clarification, and repeating what was heard perfect the 
communication. It mostly works whenever the speakers are face to face, in synchrony, 
committed to the goal of communicating. By contrast letters, memos, emails, texts are far less 
likely to succeed. Not surprising as they are asynchronous.  
  As a corporate cog I watched as memos and emails spiraled out of control, anger and 
frustration increasing with each reply. When I was relatively uninterested and just courtesy 
copied, I would smile as it became obvious that the primary correspondents completely 
misunderstood each other. In my more benevolent moods, I’d show the principals where their 
correspondence had derailed. Sometimes I’d suggest a meeting, particularly if any were working 
for me. I’d spout my oft-merited observation: “God invented bureaucracies for His and our 
amusement.” 
  Retired from work, but not yet from life, I offer some ideas about when the written word 
works. The Holy Grail of written communications is that all intended readers will understand 
exactly the hoped-to-have-been-transmitted thoughts. That fanciful notion is loaded with two 
words nearly guaranteeing downfall: “all” and “exactly”. Set realistic goals, aspire for the 
possible. 
  Creative writers need to read elsewhere how to effectively communicate their works. 
Transmission of understanding may not even be the point as demonstrated particularly by poems. 
The most effective poem is a polished gem dazzling with facets of metaphor, sights, sounds, and 
emotional stirrings. Mutual understanding between poet and reader is often unexpected and 
irrelevant. Short stories, novels, and even essays are beyond the microscopic scope of this essay. 
We will skate the frictionless pond to pluck the half-frozen, lowest-hanging fruit: the memo. 
  Recognizing that even memos sometimes strain against the bounds of reason and any 
possibility of comprehension, rules of engagement are required. The memo should deal with a 
single subject, and its success is confirmed by the answer to the following question: Does the 
reader do what the memo directs or go where and when it directs? 
  To increase the odds that your memo will yield the desired results, incorporate all the 
tricks and wisdom gleaned from your life. I fall back on some corporate confusion culling 
guidelines that might have originated with Confucius. (1) “Don’t assume or you’ll make an ass 
out of you and me”, (2) “KISS: keep it simple stupid”, (3) “There’s no I in team”, and (4) thanks 
to an early departmental mentor: “don’t use any words beyond the eighth-grade level”. 
  Words lay the foundation of the memo. Sadly, my former employer’s 20th century 
mainframe-based word processor that damned words falling above the eighth grade-level is no 
longer available. In the place of a vocabulary grade-level measurement tool, simply throw out 
any words that you seldom use, or find hard to spell or pronounce. Even if you are comfortable 
with every word in the dictionary, admit that you know which words are more of a stretch for 
your memo readers. Don’t show off. 
  Besides eliminating uncommon words, avoid words that introduce ambiguities. Ideally 
each word’s meaning should be singular. Throw out any words with too many meanings in 
Webster’s dictionary. Every impertinent word meaning slows the reader’s brain and might 



outright hijack it, or the reader might shrug and hope the confusion will be resolved later in the 
memo. Absent a good tool for reducing competing word meanings and resultant ambiguities, 
read your memo to yourself and imagine you are reading it in the presence of Uncle Jake. That 
Uncle Jake who seeks to ambush every family gathering utterance with a pun. The moment you 
sense the ghost of a pun in your memo, bust it. 
  Even though the entire memo is built of words, the memo’s successful transmission 
depends on its sentences. The sentences must be simple, direct, unambiguous, and stripped of 
passivity. Remember middle-school English. The sentence should not offer any escape clauses. 
No conditionals, conjunctions, disjunctions, or subordinations. In fact, this injunction should be 
applied at the memo level: There can’t be any conditionals in the memo. For example, if 
different directions are intended for old timers vs young’uns, men vs women, democrats vs 
republicans, compose separate memos for each group expected to follow different instructions. 
Given the differences among humans, perhaps it would be best to compose a separate memo to 
each intended recipient. Imagine a world without the group memo. 
  Finally, adherence to the following, will improve the odds that the reader will actually do 
what your memo intended. 
 
1. Make sure that you know what your memo is to communicate. 
2. Avoid repetition. Each repetition increases odds of ambiguity and inattention. 
3. If possible, offer no reasons, no justifications. See preceding point. 
4. Read the memo to yourself silently. Read it to yourself out loud. If you feel a compulsion to 
do that which the memo requests the reader to do, you are almost there. 
5. Finally, if possible, only urge the reader of the memo to do something if they’ve already 
signaled intention to do it, or if it’s what you think they want to do. Or, ideally, you are already 
certain they’ll do it, memo or not. 
  The following memo illustrates some of the points above and when the written word 
works: 
  To all: Take next Monday off work. Fully paid. Enjoy. 
 
  OMG, you probably didn’t understand this essay. Let’s discuss it Monday. 
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We publish thoughtful, provocative fiction, poetry, essays and visual arts. 

Submissions are accepted year-round. 

∙ If accepted, submissions may appear in any quarterly issue. 

∙ Biographical information will be requested for accepted submissions. 

∙ If your submission was previously published, please cite the reference. 

∙ Simultaneous submissions should be accompanied by a statement stating so. 

∙ If your work is accepted elsewhere prior to our evaluation, please notify us. 

∙ All work must be original and in English. 

We do not publish novel excerpts, memoirs, genre material, flash fiction (less than 1000 words), 

book reviews, erotica or works which rely upon explicit language or gratuitous violence. 

Fiction can be up to 5000 words. It should be relevant to a general audience, compelling and 

thought provoking. Finally, it should contain a protagonist with a positive, articulated, universal 

goal (e.g., freedom from oppression) who actively struggles to achieve that goal, overcoming 

emotional obstacles in the process. We expect the protagonist's values and beliefs to be reflected 

in his or her behavior, which behavior initiates conflict with other characters. Ideally, the 

protagonist is motivated by a past wound which he or she attempts to heal. By story’s end the 

protagonist learns something significant about human behavior. 

Essays can be up to 5000 words. We do not publish essays which are life stories. We do publish 

essays which express perspectives about topics of general, timeless interest. That is, we are not 

interested in essays about current events but are interested in essays about the vagaries of human 

behavior. 

We are interested in poems which contain vivid images, resonating voice, rich language, 

discernible rhythm and thoughtful messaging. An example of these attributes is Mary Oliver’s 

Wild Geese. 

Visual arts which elicit the comment, "How interesting!" are desired. Submit visual arts as .jpg 

files; do not send .tif or .bmp files. Accepted visuals may be reduced to fit the available space. 

Mac users, please be sure that your files are readable by Windows 10. 

This magazine does not currently pay upon publication. 

Accepted material will be edited. If changes are deemed significant, the contributor will be 

notified and given an opportunity to accept the changes or request that the piece be withdrawn 

from publication. 

 

Send submissions to gphillips938@comcast.net Send 1 prose piece, 1-5 poems, or 1-4 photos at 

a time. For prose or poetry, type or paste your submission into the body of the email message. 
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We will not open any unsolicited print attachments. Photos, however, should be sent as 

attachments. Include your name and e-mail address. 

Please expect to wait up to one month for a reply. Occasionally, with email, there are technical 

difficulties. We cannot be responsible for delay or loss of submissions. To check on the status of 

your submission after one month has passed, please send a message to 

gphillips938@comcast.net. 

By submitting your work to Front Porch Review, you grant us the right to archive your work 

online for an indefinite period of time. You retain all other rights. Once the issue featuring your 

work has been published, you are free to republish your work as you wish, online and/or in print. 
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